Abstract
Introduction
In the past decade, middleware technologies built on top of network operating systems have greatly enhanced the design and implementation of distributed applications. In particular, they succeeded in hiding away many requirements introduced by distribution, such as heterogeneity, fault tolerance, resource sharing, and the like, from application developers, offering them an image of the distributed system as a single integrated computing facility.
Recent advances in wireless networking technologies, such as WaveLan and Bluetooth, and the growing success of mobile computing devices, such as third generation mobile phones and PDAs, have opened up the door to new classes of distributed applications that impose challenging problems to developers. Wireless devices face temporary loss of network connectivity when they roam; they need to discover other mobile devices in an ad-hoc manner; they are likely to have scarce resources, such as low battery lifetime, slow CPU speed, etc. Applications running on these devices have to be aware of, and adapt to, frequent and unannounced changes happening in their execution environment, such as high variability of network bandwidth, new physical location, and so on.
Middleware solutions developed for wired distributed systems cannot be successfully applied in this scenario, as the principle of transparency that has driven their design runs counter to the new degrees of awareness imposed by mobility. Transparency takes away complexity by allowing middleware to take decisions on behalf of the application. The application, however, can normally make more efficient and better informed trade-off decisions on the use of resources by taking into account application-specific information.
We believe that middleware capable of supporting the development of mobile applications will play a key role in the success of wireless technologies and mobile applications, the same way traditional middleware did for wired distributed systems.
In this paper, we propose a mobile computing middleware that support awareness and high adaptation to context changes, based on the synergistic combination of the principles of reflection [17] and mobile code [9] . We argue that this synergy provides the flexibility that mobile computing middleware must have to cope with both foreseen (through reflection) and unforeseen changes (through code mobility). It improves the ability to exploit scarce resources that mobile devices are often faced with, together with the ability to take advantage of the temporary proximity of services and other hosts.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we intro-duce the basic concepts that have driven the design of our middleware, that is, reflection and code mobility. Section 3 describes the conceptual model in details and Section 4 illustrates a mobile computing application in the area of image processing and exchange on which we are working with the support of Kodak. In Section 5 we discuss and evaluate our work and in Section 6 we conclude the paper and list future work.
Why Reflection and Mobile Code Techniques
In this section, we introduce the basic principles that have driven the design of our mobile computing middleware.
Applications running on a mobile device need to be aware of, and adapt to, changes in their execution context. By context, we mean everything that can influence the behaviour of an application. Under this general term, we can identify two more specific levels of awareness: device awareness and environment awareness. Device awareness refers to everything that resides on the physical device that hosts the application; for example, memory, battery power, screen size, processing power and so on. We call these entities internal resources. Environment awareness refers to everything that is outside the physical device, that is bandwidth, network connectivity, location, other hosts (or services) in reach, and so on. We call these entities external resources.
On one hand, being aware of the execution context requires the designer to know, for instance, the location of the device, the hosts in reach, and, in general, any piece of information that is collected from the network operating system. On the other hand, we do not want the application designers to build their applications directly on the network OS, as this would be extremely tedious and error-prone; therefore, a middleware has to be put in place. The middleware must interact with the underlying network operating system and update information about the execution context in its internal data structures. This information has to be made available to the applications, so that they can listen to changes in the context (i.e., inspection of the middleware), and influence the behaviour of the middleware accordingly (i.e., adaptation of the middleware).
Reflection is the means we provide applications to exploit contextual information and adapt middleware behaviour accordingly. By definition [6] , reflection allows a program to access, reason about and alter its own interpretation. The principle of reflection has been mainly adopted in programming languages, in order to allow a program to access its own implementation. In a middleware context, reflection permits the flow of environmental information, such as the hosts/services currently in reach, the remaining battery lifetime, the location, and the bandwidth conditions, to reach the application layer. Moreover, through reflection the application can instruct the middleware on how to behave in those conditions that the middleware designers consider likely to be unstable.
Code Mobility allows adaptation of middleware behaviour to situations that have not been foreseen at design time. In a mobile ad-hoc setting, middleware designers cannot forecast all the possible context configurations that a mobile application is going to be in. Moreover, application needs may change during its lifetime, and situations that were not considered critical for the system at design time, may later need to be faced using different strategies. It is therefore not feasible to load all possible behaviours on the device, in order to deal with any context configurations, because these behaviours are not known a priori, and anyway this would require a huge amount of memory that portable devices do not have. Mobile code offers a reasonable alternative, which also enhances the use of scarce memory. New behaviors can be delivered from time to time, and downloaded when needed, either from a service provider or from other peers in reach which use the same behaviour, using mobile code techniques. This requires the hosts that are in reach to exchange information about what services, code and resources are available, in order to download protocols and exploit resources. Reflection can be combined with mobile code techniques to allow applications to select, for example, from where to download protocols, based on application-specific information (e.g., choose the most trusted host, the nearest site, etc.).
To illustrate how reflection and code mobility can be combined, we can consider a simple but effective example. Middleware designers may offer applications two different behaviours to access remote data: a 'copy' behaviour that replicates remote data locally and work on local copies; and a 'link' behaviour that creates a network reference to the master copy and then accesses it remotely. Applications use reflection to dynamically adapt middleware behaviour to their needs; for example, they can instruct middleware to copy data in conditions of high memory availability and low bandwidth, and to link data when network bandwidth is instead high and stable, but the host is running out of memory. The application may then find itself in a situation of high memory and high, but expensive, network bandwidth (e.g., GSM charges users for the amount of time they remain connected, and UMTS for the amount of network traffic produced). The copy procedure may not be suitable anymore if we have to transfer a considerable amount of data, as it requires time, ad therefore money. A smarter behaviour would be to transfer compressed data, in order to reduce both the downloading time and the traffic moved around. However, if this situation has not been foreseen, middleware does not have locally this behaviour, and it might be necessary to obtain the newly delivered protocol implementation from peers in reach.
Thus, the combination of reflection and mobile code enables middleware to cope with both foreseen and unforeseen changes in the context. In the next section, we illustrate how to use these principles in practice.
Our Mobile Computing Middleware
In this section, we illustrate how reflection and mobile code techniques are integrated in our mobile computing middleware.
In order to allow applications to dynamically change middleware behaviour, and to let the middleware understand and apply this behaviour, the two layers have to agree on a specific format for this information. We believe that the eXtended Markup Language (XML) [5] , and related technologies (in particular XML Schema [7] ) can be successfully used to encode what we call application profile, that is, meta-information that, for each application, associates policies (i.e., middleware behaviour) to context configurations. In our scenario, middleware dictates the grammar, that is the rules that must be followed to write profiles, in an XML Schema definition; the application designer then encodes the profile in an XML document that is a valid instance of the grammar. Every change done later to the profile must respect the grammar, and this check can be easily performed using available XML parsers.
To understand what information to encode, we distinguish two different ways in which the application influences the behaviour of the middleware. 1. Changes in the execution context. The application can ask the middleware to listen to changes in the execution context and react accordingly, independently of the task the application is performing at the moment. For example, the application may ask the middleware to disconnect when the bandwidth is fluctuating, or when the battery power is too low. We establish an association between particular context configurations that depend on the value of one or more resources the middleware monitors, and policies that have to be applied, as shown on the right-hand side of Figure 1 . Figure 2 illustrates a simple example of an XML document for this kind of information.
<RESOURCE name="battery"> <STATUS operator="lessEqual" value=x/> <BEHAVIOUR policy="disconnect"/> </RESOURCE> Figure 2 . XML encoding of a context aware set-up.
Middleware interacts with the underlying network operating system in order to keep an updated configuration of the context. Whenever a change in the context happens, it looks up in the application profiles of running applications whether one or more of them have registered an interest in the changed resources, and triggers the corresponding actions.
2. Service request. The application can ask the middleware to execute a service; for example, to access some remote data it has not cached locally. There are many different ways a service can be provided; for example, the service 'access data' can be delivered using at least two different policies, 'copy' and 'link', as discussed in the previous section. The circumstances under which an application may want to use them are different: a physical copy of data may be preferred when there is a lot of free space on the device, while a link may become necessary when the amount of available memory prevents us from creating a copy, and the network connection is good enough to allow reliable read and write operations across it. Therefore, for every service the application may ask the middleware, the application profile specifies the policies that have to be applied and the requirements that must be satisfied in order to choose which of them to apply. These requirements are expressed in terms of the execution context (left-hand side of Figure 1) . Figure 3 gives an example of how to express this information in the application profile using XML.
For the reflective principle, middleware must grant applications dynamic access to their profiles. A reflective API is therefore provided that exploits the Document Object Model (DOM) [1] API to give applications access to the tree representation of their profile. Whenever a profile is modified, the middleware runs a validating parser that parses the document and checks whether it is a valid XML instance of the grammar provided by the middleware to the application (e.g., it checks whether the selected policy is contemplated in the Schema definition).
<SERVICE name="accessData"> <BEHAVIOUR policy="copy"> <RESOURCE name="memory"> <STATUS operator="greaterEqual" value=x/> </RESOURCE> </BEHAVIOUR> <BEHAVIOUR policy="link"> <RESOURCE name="bandwidth"> <STATUS operator="greaterEqual" value=y/> </RESOURCE> <RESOURCE name="memory"> <STATUS operator="less" value=x/> </RESOURCE> </BEHAVIOUR> </SERVICE> Figure 3 . XML encoding of an application service request.
As we have argued in Section 2, reflection allows applications to react to foreseen changes in the environment; however, particularly in ad-hoc settings, there may be many unforeseen changes that require the adoption of new behaviours that were not considered at design time. We therefore extend our model with the use of mobile code techniques. Code mobility provides higher degrees of flexibility as it allows hosts to dynamically download new behaviours when needed. It is now necessary to specify, for each policy, where the middleware can find the code of the corresponding algorithm, in case it is not already on the device and therefore it must be downloaded on demand from one of the hosts in reach, if possible 1 . Figure 4 shows how the application profile defined in Figure 3 can be refined to support the new model.
<SERVICE name="accessData"> <BEHAVIOUR policy="copy"> <RESOURCE name="memory"> <STATUS operator="greaterEqual" value=x/> </RESOURCE> <CODE name="copy" fromhost="nearestHost"/> </BEHAVIOUR> <BEHAVIOUR policy="link"> <RESOURCE name="bandwidth"> <STATUS operator="greaterEqual" value=y/> </RESOURCE> <RESOURCE name="memory"> <STATUS operator="less" value=x/> </RESOURCE> <CODE name="link" fromhost="*"/> </BEHAVIOUR> </SERVICE> Note that the model is very general as it allows the application to specify, for instance, from which 'kind' of hosts 1 Some default behaviours are defined in order to handle "code not found" exceptions. the behaviour can be fetched. For example, in Figure 4 the profile explicitly states that the 'copy' protocol can be fetched from the nearest host that has it. As for the linking behaviour, the '*' key is used to specify that the middleware is free to load the code from any host in reach. Other possibilities include the definition of a specific IP address (to select, for example, a trusted service provider) or keywords that identify classes of hosts, such as 'PC' 2 . The discovery of new policies happens during peer-topeer interactions. First, base stations advertise to the hosts in reach new available policies for specific services; this means that the XML Schema definition on the hosts in reach is updated to include the name of the new behaviours. However, we do not require the hosts to load the corresponding code too, as it may not be possible immediately due to memory limitations. Mobile hosts may then move away and form ad-hoc networks with other hosts; during interactions, the Schema definition of these peers is updated. However, as the code is not carried around all the time, it is possible for the application to write valid profiles which specifies policies not available locally. If that happens, the middleware can exploits the meta-information contained in the profile to fetch it.
In the next section, we show an industrial application scenario in the area of image sharing, collaboration and uploading, which we use to describe the use of our approach in a mobile setting.
An Application Scenario
In this section we present an example in the context of image processing and image based services that we are partly developing with Kodak. Our goal is to illustrate how reflection and mobile code techniques may provide the flexibility required by mobile computing middleware.
Let us consider a number of mobile devices (cameras, smart phones, PDAs and laptops) that are able to communicate through an ad-hoc network infrastructure. Some base stations equipped with fixed network connectivity, Internet facilities and high resolution displays are also present. Mobile devices store pictures in their memory. Pictures may be shared among devices and may be displayed and shipped through the Internet to base stations, in order to be permanently stored in some available database ( Figure 5 ).
The sharing, displaying, shipping and uploading of the images may happen in many potentially different ways, according to the current network availability and the devices involved, as they greatly vary in terms of memory, processing power, etc. Different compression, rendering, loading, shipping, linking, caching protocols may have to be used by the middleware. In this scenario, the middleware cannot transparently choose which protocol to apply based on the current configuration of the execution context, as the applications possess vital knowledge that must be exploited during this choice. For example, an application may want to persistently store on a remote database only a specific subset of the images the device is carrying, in order to save battery power, and the middleware has no way to guess this subset. We believe reflection can be used to allow applications to inspect contextual information and to change middleware behaviour accordingly at run-time. In this way, applications have a say in which way images are handled, shipped, cached or linked.
However, reflection alone is not enough. The devices are not able to know a-priori which protocols they are going to need in which situation, and which other devices they are going to encounter. Devices cannot load all the possible behaviours into memory, due to memory constraints; moreover, new behaviours may be delivered from time to time to cope with unforeseen context configurations and new application needs. Therefore, reflection and mobile code techniques have to be combined. Figure 6 illustrates how an application can influence middleware behaviour when loading and displaying an image. As discussed in Section 3, the profile contains two essential types of information: which policy the middleware has to apply when executing in a particular context configuration, and from where to fetch the code of the policy, if not found locally.
As the picture shows, the first policy describes how the loading of an image should happen when memory is relatively high. The protocol that must be applied (i.e., 'load', as specified by the tag CODE) can either be found on the host or fetched remotely from any peer (as shown by the use of the '*' key). The second policy defines a way of loading and seeing the picture in fragments, when memory is low. In this case, if the code for the fragmentedload cannot be found locally, it can only be fetched from the host corresponding to the specified IPaddress, for example, a trusted base station. The third policy allows the load and display of an image on a more powerful host, if there is one in reach and the network bandwidth is good enough to allow the shipping. Protocols for proper decom-<SERVICE name="displayPicture"> <BEHAVIOUR policy="load"> <RESOURCE name="memory"> <STATUS operator="greaterEqual" value=x/> </RESOURCE> <CODE name="load" fromhost="*"/> </BEHAVIOUR> <BEHAVIOUR policy="fragmentedload"> <RESOURCE name="memory"> <STATUS operator="less" value=x/> </RESOURCE> <CODE name="fragmentedload" fromhost=IPaddress/> </BEHAVIOUR> <BEHAVIOUR policy="remote"> <RESOURCE name="bandwidth"> <STATUS operator="greaterEqual" value=y/> </RESOURCE> <RESOURCE name="remotedisplay"> <STATUS operator="inreach" /> </RESOURCE> <CODE name="remote" fromhost="nearestHost"/> <UPLOAD> <CLASS name="decompress"/> <CLASS name="decrypt"/> </UPLOAD> </BEHAVIOUR> </SERVICE> pression/decryption of the image may need to be uploaded with the image to the remote host as well. These protocols can be specified in the behavioral description under the tag UPLOAD.
More complex situations can be modeled, where the behaviour of the middleware depends not only on the current context configuration but also on the particular data it is managing. Pictures, in fact, have a header of meta-data describing picture details and compression characteristics. Applications could exploit this information to write more sophisticated profiles in which they specify which compression/cropping/encryption modules the middleware should use to handle a particular type of image, instead of moving high resolution images around with no need.
Discussion and Related Work
We have described a middleware for mobile computing based on the principle of reflection and code mobility. Through reflection, we allow applications to adapt middleware behaviour dynamically, but only in the case of foreseen situations. Mobile code techniques add new level of flexibility as they allow adaptation of middleware to unforeseen situations too; moreover, they support a better exploitation of scarce resources (e.g., memory) typical of hand-held devices.
The use of reflection and mobile code in the context of mobile computing is however not new. The principle of re-flection has already been investigated by the middleware community during the past years, mainly to achieve flexibility and dynamic configurability of the ORB. Examples include OpenCorba [16] , dynamicTAO [13] the work done by Blair et al. [6] , etc. Even though we adhere to the idea of using reflection to add flexibility and dynamic configurability to middleware systems, the platforms developed to experiment with reflection were based on standard middleware implementations (i.e., CORBA), and therefore not suited for the mobile environment.
Researchers have also focused on how to use code mobility to exploit mobile devices capabilities and constrained conditions better. Some work in this direction has been carried out in [3, 15, 14] , where mobile agents [12, 27] , a specialized version of mobile code with autonomous components, are used in mobile computing settings to overcome the problem of intermittent network connectivity.
We believe that not only agents but mobile code in general can be useful in mobile computing and that code mobility and mobile computing research areas are more and more destined to meet.
Other middleware systems have been built to support mobility, without using the reflective principle or code mobility. However, we observe that only partial solutions have been developed to date, mainly focused on providing support for location awareness (e.g., Nexus [8] and Teleporting [4] ) on one hand, and for disconnected operations and reconciliation of data on the other hand (e.g., Bayou [21] and Odyssey [22] ).
Tuple space coordination primitives, initially suggested for Linda [10] , have been employed in a number of mobile middleware systems such as JavaSpaces [26] , Lime [20] , and T Spaces [11] , to facilitate component interaction for mobile systems. Although addressing in a natural manner the asynchronous mode of communication characteristic of ad-hoc and nomadic computing, all these systems are bound to very poor data structures (i.e., flat unstructured tuples), which do not allow complex data organization and therefore can hardly be extended to support metadata and reflection capabilities. We believe that XML, and in particular its associated hierarchical tree structure, allows semantically richer data and metadata formatting, overcoming this limitation.
Conclusions and Future Directions
The growing success of mobile computing devices and networking technologies, such as WaveLan [25] and Bluetooth [19] , call for the investigation of new middleware that deal with mobile computing requirements, in particular with context-awareness. Our goal in this paper has been to outline a global model for the design of mobile middleware systems, based on the principle of reflection and mobile code techniques.
The choice to use XML to represent metadata comes from our previous experience with XMIDDLE [18] , an XML-based middleware for mobile systems that focuses on data reconciliation and synchronization problems and solves them exploiting application-specific reconciliation strategies. Our plan is to extend the previously built prototype to fully support the model presented here. At present, the middleware interaction with the network operating system in order to capture contextual information is quite limited in our prototype; however we have clear ideas on how this could be extended using for example, the Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) [24] , that is part of the Java 2 Platform Micro Edition [23] . MIDP is a set of Java APIs which provide a runtime environment targeted to mobile information devices, such as cellular phones and PDAs. The MIDP specification addresses issues such as user interface, persistence storage, networking, and application model.
We have discarded the idea of implementing our model upon Jini [2] , an architecture that allows groups of devices and software components to federate into a single, dynamic distributed system, enabling dynamic discovery of services inside the network federation. The reason for this choice is that Jini targets nomadic networks; it assumes in fact the existence of a core of fixed hosts which provides mechanisms for devices, services and users to join and detach from a network in an easy and natural, often automatic, manner. Moreover, it relies on the existence of a network of reasonable speed connecting Jini technology-enabled devices that have some memory and processing power. Although we have given in this paper an example of application for a nomadic setting, we do not want to constraint ourselves to this scenario. We therefore think that XMIDDLE represents a better starting point for our needs, as it targets pure ad-hoc networks.
Apart from extending our prototype, our plans for the future include more fundamental research issues. In this paper the main form of code mobility we have discussed is "code on demand"; however, we believe that the combination of different mobile code techniques could enhance our model. In some cases, for example, migrating the computation running on a mobile device to a close and more powerful host could improve performance. We are also working on some infrastructure for advertisement of "resource leasing", so that application code can move among hosts in reach to exploit more powerful resources in an ad-hoc manner. XMID-DLE already supports the exchange of information, such as services, code and resources available, between peers, so that hosts in reach are able to exchange protocols and exploit resources.
Another major issue is safety. What happens if two applications ask the middleware to behave differently when executing in the same context? What if the same applica-tion requires conflicting behaviors when changes related to different resources happen at the same time (e.g., "disconnect when battery is low" vs. "connect when bandwidth is high")? What if the behaviour requested cannot be found neither locally nor on the hosts in reach? All this questions are currently under investigation.
In a context of mobile code, security plays a very important role. In the model and prototype we developed until now security issues are not addressed. We however plan to look into them
